The Home of (Insert foster parent names here)  
(INSERT NAME) School District
WHO WILL BE THERE?

INSERT FOSTER PARENT PHOTO HERE

INSERT FOSTER PARENT PREFERRED NAMES HERE

INSERT FOSTER PARENT PHOTO HERE

INSERT FOSTER PARENT PREFERRED NAMES HERE

INSERT PHOTO OF FAMILY CHILDREN/PETS

IF NO CHILDREN OR PETS, PLACE PHOTO OF PARENT(S)

INSERT PREFERRED CHILDREN/PET NAMES
WHERE WILL I BE STAYING?

WHAT ARE THE RULES?

- List of house rules
- List of house rules
- List of house rules
- List of house rules
- No more than five
TALK TO YOUR WORKER

- What are my favorite foods?
- What are my favorite things?
- Will they be nice to me?
- How can I get my stuff?
- What happens now?
- When can I see mom and dad?
- Where are my brothers and sisters?
- When can I see them?
- Who can I talk to?